ICDF has 17 Networks all offering opportunities for networking and communicating globally between people who share the same interests, callings, or passions. Our Networks are coordinated by leaders who themselves are passionate about their area of dance ministry and share of their time and their experience with members of their network. New network members are always welcome.

In this Newsflash, we introduce you to two of our Network Leaders. One God is calling to ‘step up’ and the other God is calling to ‘step aside.’ ‘Stepping up’ is often seen to be the easy bit. Knowing when it is time to step aside for someone else is not so easy. Both callings need wisdom, both need courage, and both need our prayers.

Details of our Networks can be found at http://icdf.com/en/networks where you will also find links to: ..... the Networks Poem .... the Networks Gallery .... and the Networks Blog site

Welcoming Sue Hodson, Joint-Coordinator for the Dance Teachers Network

Sue Hodson is joining Beth Bluett-Spicer as Joint-Coordinator of the Network for Dance Teachers. Sue lives in South Africa and brings to us a wealth of experience in dance teaching and choreography. We welcome you, Sue, and look forward to working with you.

The Dance Teachers’ Network understands the complexities faced by those running Dance Schools and Ministry Groups, and the need to seek God’s wisdom in dealing with them. It is a place for dance teachers to find encouragement and support.

Good bye to Roz, Joint-Coordinator of the ICDF Network Dance for Children

Roz has been sharing leadership of the Dance for Children Network for as long as we can remember. With Belma Vardy, Joint-Coordinator of the Network, they have ‘shone the torch’ for Children dancing based on the Matthew 21:15,16 Scripture where Jesus says, “Have you read, out of the mouths of babes and nursing infants, you have perfected praise?”

A HUGE thank you, Roz, for your gifts of leading and teaching children in Christian dance; for encouraging and sharing your experience and values with members of the Network; and for your heart to network and to build friendships with all you meet. May God bless you as you step into a new season.

The Children’s Dance Network is for all who are or would like to be involved with teaching and leading children in Christian dance. The Network is a place where ideas and teaching methods, dance choreography, resources and personal experiences can be shared.

For general enquiries contact icdfworld@gmail.com